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Alogic game is often different from more familiarstrategy board games, or trick-taking card games, orhand-using domino games. One of the simplest, and
most revealing, is the familiar guess-the-word game Hangman
or Hang the Butcher. One person is ‘It’, and secretly chooses
any English word, and reveals how many letters there are in
it. The other player, or players, attempt to discover the word
by guessing letters. When any letter is correctly guessed it is
written in the space or spaces in the secret word. When a
letter is NOT guessed correctly, the next part of the macabre
hanged-man diagram is drawn.
This is, typically, the essence of a logic game — guessing
some secret. It may be a word, a number, a geometric pattern,
a spatial configuration, a rule.
For example, in Dictionary (e.g. Learning to Play —
Playing to Learn), a secret word is chosen (but nothing is
initially revealed about it, unlike in Hangman, where the
number of letters in the word is declared at the beginning).
Then the other players attempt to find the word by guessing
one word at a time. Responding to each guessed word, the
Secret-holder reveals only whether or not the secret word
comes alphabetically before or after the guess.
Other variants do not limit guesses to words and clues to
alphabetical information. Instead the players guessing may
ask questions that can only be answered with ‘Yes’ or ‘No’
answers. For example: ‘Is it a noun?’, ‘Does it start with B?’,
‘Does it end with -ing?’, ‘Does it have five letters?’, and so on.
Similarly, the game Guess My Number uses the Hangman-
type game genre of Dictionary. One player is ‘It’, and secretly
chooses any whole number between 0 and 100 000. Other
players attempt to find the secret number by guessing one
whole number after another. But instead of being given infor-
mation about the alphabetical order of the secret word and
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the guessed word, players are told the
numerical order. For example, the
secret number is larger than 234, but is
smaller than 984.
For both games, Dictionary and
Guess My Number, there is an
optimum strategy (the best way to
choose a guess) that will minimise the
number of guesses needed. 
If this best-play strategy is not
immediately obvious, I will not reveal
it here, but leave it as a mathematical
problem to be solved. In fact ALL
mathematics games, and all games
generally, pose the problem of finding
the best way to play. It is precisely
because games present mathematical
problems that they deserve a place in
the mathematics curriculum — at least
this is one of the reasons for teaching
students to play games.
The familiar sequence-pattern
game Mastermind uses this Hangman-
type pattern of one player having a
secret, and other players making
guesses, that are then responded to in a
clue-indicating way. When this is
played using a number, it is sometimes
called Hits and Misses, or Bulls and
Cows. (In the commercial version of
Mastermind, the secret is made using a
special plastic board, and special
coloured pegs. The secret consists of a
pattern of coloured pegs, such as red,
pink, yellow, green or blue. The
guesses are likewise made with
sequences of coloured pegs. Special
black and white pegs are used as a code
to indicate how closely the guesses
match the secret sequence (see
Pritchard, 1975).
Let us call it Number Mastermind.
One player is ‘It’, and secretly chooses
any whole number having five digits,
with no digits repeated. (Obviously the
rule about not repeating digits can be
changed, to allow repeated digits. But
this game seriously strains most brains,
so keep it simple, at least to start with.) 
The other player (or players) will
attempt to discover the secret number in the following way.
The player will write down any five-digit number. The player
who is ‘It’ will then state how many hits, and how many
misses there are:
• a hit occurs when one of the digits in the guessed number
is actually in the secret number, and is also in the same
position in the secret number;
• a miss occurs when one of the digits in the guessed
number is in the secret number, but is in a different posi-
tion in the guessed number from where it appears in the
secret number.
Many beginners find this hard to grasp. An example or two
may make this clear.
Suppose the secret number is actually 24607:
• if the guess is 31598 there are no hits and no misses;
• if the guess is 32598 there is one miss — this is the 2, in
the second place in the guess, but not in the first place, as
it is in the secret;
• if the guess is 34958 there is one hit — the 4 is in the
secret, and in the same place as in the secret;
• if the guess is 35678 there is one miss (7) and one hit (6).
OK?
Obviously you can start learning Number Mastermind
with fewer digits than 5 in the secret. It is also possible to
restrict the number of possible digits. For example, try using
a secret of 3 digits, made with only even digits. However, if
you want to be adventurous, you can adapt the hits and
misses idea to play Word Mastermind, where any ordinary
English word can be the target or secret word of some agreed
number of letters, with possible repetition of letters, natu-
rally, and guesses can be any pattern of letters.
Personally I find Mastermind, in almost any of its variants,
extremely difficult to play. Perhaps it is the abstractness of the
elements, and the coded clues, or perhaps it is the linear or
one-dimensional nature of the secret or target. By contrast,
the simple two-dimensional counterpart Colour Squares is an
excellent logic game for two or more players, using pencil and
paper and some problem solving and spatial thinking skills.
It has been adapted from Carol Meyer and Tom Sallee’s book
on problem solving, Make It Simple (1983; also Hill and
Gough 1992). Colour Squares resembles Mastermind, the
one-dimensional pattern guessing game, but is much easier
and uses much clearer reasoning. 
One player has a secret pattern, the other player (or
players) will ask questions about the pattern, and uses the
answers to work out exactly what the pattern is.
In one of the simplest versions of Colour Squares the
pattern consists of nine squares of colour (three squares of
red, three of green and three of blue) placed, drawn or
written in a 3×3 square grid. 
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There is a special rule for making the pattern: each square
of one colour must be joined by an edge to another square of the
same colour, and no single square of one colour can be isolated
from the other squares of that colour.
Each question in Colour Squares asks, ‘What is in a
specific row or column of the 3×3 grid?’. Each answer tells
how many squares of which colour are contained in that row
or column, although the answer need not (should not) give
the order of the colours or say which colour is in which
square.
In the 3×3 game, there are only six possible questions, one
for each of the three rows and one for each of the three
columns. 
The person trying to guess the pattern must work out the
secret pattern by reasoning from the information given in the
answers. There should be no guessing about the whole
pattern, or about parts of the pattern. As an incentive to
improve playing, the person who is guessing scores the
remaining number of unasked questions, while the person
who made the secret pattern scores the number of questions
used.
Once the 3×3 game has been played and mastered, you
can try a 4×4 game with four squares each of red, blue, green
and yellow, with the same joining rule. Other size boards and
numbers of colours are possible. 
It may be easiest with young children to use a 2×2 board,
and one square each of red, blue, green and yellow. As a class
activity, one person can make a secret, and individuals or
groups in the class can ask questions. Secret questions may be
asked and answered on pieces of paper, or all questions and
answers can be shown on a chalkboard.
When introducing the game to a
class, the teacher may start as the
player with the secret pattern of 3×3
colours. An empty 3×3 grid, with
columns and rows numbered, should
be drawn on the chalkboard. The
students can then take turns to ask
questions. The teacher will jot down
above a particular column, or beside a
particular row, the information about
how many squares of a particular
colour are in that column or row; e.g.
in row 2, 2 reds and 1 green, or 2R, G.
It is then exciting to see some of the
students suddenly realising that certain
information about the colours in one
row, linked with information about
colours in another row, or a column,
logically mean that one or other square
MUST be a particular colour, or, alter-
natively, CANNOT be a particular
colour. These students should be asked
to explain their reasoning. The mental
deductions that unfold are a model
lesson in Sherlock Holmes-type deduc-
tive logic, and amply justifies teaching
this game. (For example, if row 2 has
2R and 1G, then the centre square of
the 3×3 pattern CANNOT be G and
MUST be R. Why? Consider the rules
for constructing the whole pattern,
requiring squares of the same colour to
be joined by a whole edge.)
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